Integral processing of phonemes: evidence for a phonetic mode of perception.
To investigate the extent and locus of integral processing in speech perception, a speeded classification task was utilized with a set of noise-tone analogs of the fricative-vowel syllables (fae), (integral of ae), (fu), and (integral of u). Unlike the stimuli used in previous studies of selective perception of syllables, these stimuli did not contain consonant-vowel transitions. Subjects were asked to classify on the basis of one of the two syllable components. Some subjects were told that the stimuli were computer generated noise-tone sequences. These subjects processed the noise and tone separably. Irrelevant variation of the noise did not affect reaction times (RTs) for the classification of the tone, and vice versa. Other subjects were instructed to treat the stimuli as speech. For these subjects, irrelevant variation of the fricative increased RTs for the classification of the vowel, and vice versa. A second experiment employed naturally spoken fricative-vowel syllables with the same task. Classification RTs showed a pattern of integrality in that irrelevant variation of either component increased RTs to the other. These results indicate that knowledge of coarticulation (or its acoustic consequences) is a basic element of speech perception. Furthermore, the use of this knowledge in phonetic coding is mandatory, even in situations where the stimuli do not contain coarticulatory information.